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September 24, 2015

Webinar Logistics
• All attendees in “mute” mode until discussion.
• Use the Webinar controls to ask questions in
dialog box.

• Please remember: enter your Audio PIN
(shown on your screen) so you can participate
when we get to discussion
We cannot “open” your line to talk
unless you enter PIN

Agenda
Webinar Logistics
Overview: WCEF & P2P Webinars
Presentation 1: Amy Lopez,
Securing America’s Energy Future
Presentation 2: David Rosenberg,
City of Indianapolis
Q&A and Discussion
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Pacific Coast Collaborative
West Coast Electric Fleets Initiative

West Coast Electric Fleets – Implements the Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV)
commitment in the Pacific Coast Action Plan on Climate and Energy
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Pacific Coast Collaborative
West Coast Electric Fleets Initiative

Toolkit

Pledge

Outreach

Provides assistance to fleet
managers to facilitate ZEV
purchases and leases

Align the partnership
organizations around a
common goal

Help fleets understand
where ZEVs are a
good fit

GOAL:
10% ZEV in
New Fleet
Purchases
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Pacific Coast Collaborative
West Coast Electric Fleets Initiative

westcoastelectricfleets.com
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Pacific Coast Collaborative
West Coast Electric Fleets Initiative

26 Partner
Fleets so far
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Pacific Coast Collaborative
West Coast Electric Fleets Initiative

Partner benefits include:
•

•

•
•
•

•

Access an online Toolkit that can help you assess

how ZEVs can best meet your operational needs
and save you money
Receive technical assistance from Clean Cities
Coalitions in California, Oregon, and Washington
and the Fraser Basin Council in British Columbia
that will help you understand ZEV procurement
opportunities
Attend events where you can test drive electric
vehicles and learn more about incorporating them
into your fleet
Be recognized for your leadership on the West
Coast Electric Fleets website, through press
releases, and at West Coast Electric Fleets events.
Seize opportunities to be profiled in case studies
and contribute to lessons learned
Access a peer-to-peer network of fleet managers
and owners to share challenges, needs, lessons,
and resources
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Pacific Coast Collaborative
West Coast Electric Fleets Initiative

Peer-to-Peer Webinars
•
•
•
•

Share challenges, needs, lessons, and resources
Answer questions about the benefits of ZEVs
Discuss solutions to common problems
Support the increase of adoption of ZEVs among
fleets
• View recordings of past webinars:
http://www.westcoastelectricfleets.com/portfolio_category/webinars
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Pacific Coast Collaborative
West Coast Electric Fleets Initiative



Many different
resources,
documents, and
tools available



Resource library
navigator (left)



Directs fleet
managers to most
relevant resources



Step-by-step process



Resources include a
Vehicle Cost
Calculator, DC Fast
Chargers Map, and a
Vehicle Buyers
Guide
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The Electrification Coalition:
Energy Secure Cities Coalition

v

The Electrification Coalition
Who we are.

The Electrification Coalition is a nonpartisan, not-for-profit group of business
leaders committed to promoting policies and actions that facilitate the deployment

of electric vehicles on a mass scale in order to combat the economic,
environmental, and national security dangers caused by our nation’s dependence
on oil.

Oil Dependence by the Numbers
U.S. oil dependence is a function of the significant role of petroleum fuels in
the economy—transportation in particular.
›

Oil is by far the most significant energy input to the

›

Approximately 70 percent of U.S. oil consumption

U.S. economy, alone accounting for nearly 40

occurs in the transportation sector, where

percent of U.S. primary energy demand.

petroleum fuels account for 92 percent of energy
consumed.

U.S. PRIMARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY FUEL

U.S. OIL DEMAND BY SECTOR (2014)

4% Residential
37% Oil

30% Natural Gas

2% Commercial

20% Coal

24% Industrial

8% Nuclear
70% Transport
3% Hydro
1% Electric Power

3% Renew.

Source: DOE, EIA

Source: DOE, EIA
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The Challenge: Energy Secure Cities
Municipal governments have a direct incentive to take a leadership role.
›

Though fuel is often a small percentage of a city’s
total budget, spending is significant, ranging from
several hundred thousand dollars for a small city to
millions for larger cities.

›

Quality of life and relative competiveness of our
cities:

-

By 2050, 70 percent of people will live in cities.

-

Extended commute times, high levels of

ESTIMATED FUEL SPEND: FLEET OF 1,000 PASSENGER VEHICLES WITH
ANNUAL MILEAGE OF 7,500

pollution caused by tailpipe emissions, and
public sector budgets strained by unpredictable

2.0

gasoline and diesel expenditures contribute to

Million Dollars

less attractive places for workers to live and
1.6

businesses to invest.
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-

In order to compete regionally and globally,
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cities are increasingly pursuing policies and
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programs that accelerate the deployment of
advanced technology vehicles powered by non-
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petroleum fuels.

Energy Secure Cities Coalition
Vehicles powered by non-petroleum fuels play a significant role in making
cities more sustainable, resilient, and energy secure.

› Member cities will transition municipal fleets from vehicles powered exclusively by
gasoline to ones powered by other fuels in every vehicle category for which a suitable

electric vehicle (EV) or alternative fuel vehicle (AFV) is commercially available.

› Mayors and cities are capable of catalyzing a national EV transition by demonstrating
through action that EVs are here today, cost-effective, reliable, and fun to drive.

› Transform the political conversation surrounding AFV – underscoring the often
overlooked role in economic development and national security

Energy Secure Cities Coalition
Measureable goals.

› Year One
›
›

Commitments from 10 cities to join the coalition.
Commitment to transition 1000 AFV and EVs into fleets.

› Year Two
›
›
›

Add a minimum of 7 additional ESCC cities.
Commitment to transition a minimum of an additional 1000 AFV and EVs.
Expand coalition partners to include additional financing options, vehicles and support

› Year Three
›

Commitments from a minimum of 25 cities to phase out petroleum vehicles by 2025, placing
7,500 EVs in service.

›
›

Quarterly report card based on fleet data, published on ESCC website and shared publically
Expanded Roadmap document to include additional city and corporate case studies.

› Long Term
›

50,000 EVs will be deployed, displacing more than 500,000 barrels of oil annually.

Energy Secure Cities Coalition
A resource for cities.

Workshop

Assessment

Financing

•Collaborative learning process with initial half-day workshop to facilitate the
exchange of knowledge among ESCC cities, an Indianapolis representative,
project partners and the local utility.

•Assess current fleet to determine feasibility.
•Create transition plan and timetable with recommendations for infrastructure,
including a finance model for acquisition, operation and service.

•Provide access to a financing model for acquisition, operation and service to
amortize incremental capital costs as an operating expense and providing access to
state or federal credits.

Roadmap

•Action plan for transitioning the fleet a with step-by-step process that includes a
case study, a scalable learning model, and incorporates issues like acquisition,
financing, in-service, and operation optimization.

Education

•Operator education to build cooperation and program support.
•Fleet management tools to monitor vehicle utilization, maximize efficiency,
enable fast payback, deliver a better driving experience.
•Reporting template and ability measure and share results with other cities.

Energy Secure Cities Coalition
The next steps – going public.

Announcement

TV and Radio at Launch

Digital and Social

• Mayor Ballard on CNBC, Morning Joe.
• Press Event during USCOM: DC National Press Club event with 40 energy and
transportation reporters.

• National cable news outlets with business-focused programming.
• Interviews with Mayors in regions.
• Radio tour for key local markets.

• Dedicated ESCC website, Facebook, Twitter.
• At launch: Target national reporters to drive press conference attendance.
• At launch: Target online publications and reporters in target markets.

Local Media Support

• “Toolkits” for mayoral staff to easily disseminate streamlined messaging to local
media about their city’s participation.
• Summary of national launch plans, template local media advisory, op-ed, key
messages, talking points, and suggested social media content.

Thought Leadership
Content

• Op-ed approach and pitched to national publications and provided for local
inclusion.
• Establish ESCC Mayors as Energy Security thought leaders via SAFE’s energy
18
security hub – The Fuse.

The Electrification Coalition
Revolutionizing Transportation and Achieving Energy Security
Online:
www. electrificationcoalition.org
www.drivelectricnoco.org

Download the Electrification Roadmap:
www.electrificationcoalition.org/policy

Contact:
Amy Lopez 585.233.3683
Amy@electrificationcoalition.org

1111 19TH STREET NW
SUITE 406
WASHINGTON, DC 20036

TEL: 202-461-2360
FAX: 202-318-8934
ELECTRIFICATIONCOALITION.ORG

BlueIndy Car Share

MARION COUNTY JUSTICE
COMPLEX

BlueIndy Car Share

BlueIndy Car Share

Vision Fleet

Indy’s Freedom Fleet

Indy’s Freedom Fleet

